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ABSTRACT

The emergence of blockchains has fueled the development of re-
silient systems that can deal with Byzantine failures due to crashes,
bugs, or even malicious behavior. Recently, we have also seen the
exploration of sharding in these resilient systems, this to provide the
scalability required by very large data-based applications. Unfor-
tunately, current sharded resilient systems all use system-speci�c
specialized approaches toward sharding that do not provide the
�exibility of traditional sharded data management systems.

To improve on this situation, we fundamentally look at the de-
sign of sharded resilient systems.We do so by introducing ByShard,
a unifying framework for the study of sharded resilient systems.
Within this framework, we show how two-phase commit and two-

phase locking—two techniques central to providing atomicity and
isolation in traditional sharded databases—can be implemented ef-
�ciently in a Byzantine environment, this with a minimal usage
of costly Byzantine resilient primitives. Based on these techniques,
we propose eighteen multi-shard transaction processing protocols.
Finally, we practically evaluate these protocols and show that each
protocol supports high transaction throughput and provides scal-
ability while each striking its own trade-o� between throughput,
isolation level, latency, and abort rate. As such, our work provides a
strong foundation for the development of ACID-compliant general-
purpose and �exible sharded resilient data management systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The emergence of blockchains is fueling interest in new resilient sys-

tems that provide data and transaction processing in the presence
of Byzantine behavior, e.g., faulty behavior originating from soft-
ware, hardware, or network failures, or from coordinated malicious
attacks [2, 4, 20, 26, 28, 43]. These blockchain-inspired systems are
attractive, as they can provide resilience among many independent
participants [8, 10, 12, 13, 22, 23, 25, 26, 33, 36, 37, 41, 42, 44, 48,
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Figure 1.1: A geo-scale aware sharded design inwhich four re-

silient clusters hold only a part of the data. Local decisions

within a cluster are made via consensus ( ), whereas

multi-shard coordination to process multi-shard transac-

tions requires cluster-sending ( ).

49, 56]. As such, blockchain-inspired systems can prevent service

disruption due to failures that compromise part of the system, and
can improve data quality of data that is managed by many indepen-
dent parties, potentially reducing the huge costs associated with
both [10, 19, 35, 45, 46, 50, 53].

Unfortunately, typical blockchain-inspired systems utilize a fully-
replicated design in which every participating replica holds all data
and processes all transactions, which is at odds with the scalability
requirements of modern very large data-based applications [48, 51].
Consequently, recent blockchain-inspired data processing systems
such as AHL [15], Caper [2], Cerberus [30], Chainspace [1], and
SharPer [3] propose to provide scalability by introducing sharding:
instead of operating a single fully-replicated system, one partitions
the data (e.g., based on location) among several independently-run
blockchain-based resilient clusters that each operate as a single
shard. We have sketched this design in Figure 1.1.

In such a sharded design, several resilient clusters together main-
tain all data, while each cluster only holds part of the data. Con-
sequently, sharded designs provide storage scalability as adding
shards increases overall storage capacity. Furthermore, sharded
designs promise processing scalability as transactions on data held
by di�erent shards can be processed in parallel. To deliver on the
promises of sharding, one needs an e�cient way to process multi-

shard transactions that a�ect data on multiple shards, however [47].
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Unfortunately, existing sharded resilient systems use system-
speci�c solutions to provide multi-shard transaction processing:
they either are mainly optimized for single-shard transactions [15],
are mainly optimized for transactions that do not content for the
same resources [2, 3], or depend on the speci�cs of a UTXO-based
data model to deal with contention [1, 30]. This is in contrast with
traditional distributed databases, which can provide application-
agnostic ACID-compliant data and transaction processing that can
be tuned to a wide range of application-speci�c requirements. E.g.,
by o�ering �exible multi-shard transaction capabilities using two-
phase commit [24, 47, 52] and two-phase locking [47].

This raises the question whether such �exible multi-shard trans-
action capabilities can be provided in a Byzantine environment. In
this paper, we positively answer this question in three steps. First,
we take a structured look at providing resilience in a Byzantine
environment and how this a�ects sharded transaction processing.
Next, we introduce the ByShard framework, a formalization of
sharded resilient systems, and show how the design principles
of traditional distributed databases can be expressed within this
framework. Finally, we use the ByShard framework to evaluate
the resulting design space for multi-shard transaction processing
in a Byzantine environment.

To process multi-shard transactions, ByShard introduces the
orchestrate-execute model (OEM). This model can incorporate all
commit, locking, and execution operations required for processing a
multi-shard transaction in at-most two consensus steps per involved
shard. The �rst component of OEM is orchestration: the replication
of transactions among all involved shards while also reaching an

atomic decision on whether the transaction can be committed or not.
To provide orchestration, we show how to adapt two-phase commit

style orchestration to a Byzantine environment at a minimal cost
(in terms of consensus steps at the involved shards). In speci�c:

(1) We provide linear orchestration that minimizes the overall
number of consensus and cluster-sending steps necessary to
reach an agreement decision, this at the cost of latency.

(2) We provide centralized orchestration and distributed orches-

tration that both minimize the latency necessary to reach an
agreement decision by reaching such decisions in at-most
three or four consecutive consensus steps, respectively, this
at the cost of additional consensus and cluster-sending steps.

(3) To enable centralized and distributed orchestration, we intro-
duce Byzantine primitives to process all commit and abort
votes using only a single consensus step per involved shard.

The second component of OEM is execution of transactions. To
provide execution capabilities that maintain data consistency among
shards, we show how to adapt standard two-phase locking style

execution to a Byzantine environment at a minimal cost (in terms
of consensus steps at the involved shards). In speci�c:

(4) We introduce Byzantine primitives to provide blocking locks
that can be processed without any additional consensus steps
for the involved shards. Furthermore, we show how these
primitives also support non-blocking locks.

(5) Based on these primitives, we show how read uncommitted,
read committed, and serializable execution of transactions
can be provided.

(6) As a baseline, we also include isolation-free execution.

These orchestration and execution methods result in eighteen prac-
tical protocols for processing multi-shard transaction. To further
showcase the �exibility of ByShard, we show that both AHL [15]
and a generalization of Chainspace [1] can be expressed within
OEM. Finally, we combine the above techniques with a data and
transaction model representative for a Byzantine sharded environ-
ment and evaluate the behavior of the resulting designs:

(7) Our evaluation shows that all eighteen ByShard protocols
can e�ectively deal with multi-shard transaction workloads
and have excellent scalability: increasing the number of
shards will always decrease the work done per shard.

(8) Furthermore, all eighteen ByShard protocols have excel-
lent transaction throughput when contention is low. When
contention is high, each of the protocols makes their own
trade-o� between isolation level, latency, and abort rate while
maximizing throughput.

We believe our work provides a solid foundation for the develop-
ment of �exible general-purpose scalable Byzantine data manage-
ment systems.

2 BACKGROUND ON RESILIENT SYSTEMS

Before we look at the design of sharded resilient systems, we take a
look at the operations of traditional (non-sharded) resilient systems
that can deal with Byzantine behavior (e.g., replicas that crash,
behave faulty, or act malicious). Typical resilient systems process a
transaction g requested by client 2 by performing �ve steps:

(1) �rst, g needs to be received by the system;
(2) second, g must be reliably replicated among all replicas in

the system;
(3) third, the replicas need to agree on an execution order for g ;
(4) next, the replicas each need to execute g and update their

current state accordingly; and
(5) �nally, client 2 needs to be informed about the result.

At the core of resilient systems are consensus protocols [9, 11, 26,
39, 40] that coordinate the operations of individual replicas in the
system by replicating transactions among all non-faulty replicas in a
fault-tolerant manner, e.g., a Byzantine fault-tolerant system driven
by Pbft [11] or a crash fault-tolerant system driven by Paxos [39]:

De�nition 2.1. A consensus protocol coordinates decision making
among the replicas of a resilient cluster (of replicas) S by provid-
ing a reliable ordered replication of decisions. To do so, consensus
protocols provide the following guarantees:

(1) if non-faulty replica r ∈ S makes an 8-th decision, then
all non-faulty replicas r′ ∈ S will make an 8-th decision
(whenever communication becomes reliable);

(2) if non-faulty replicas r1, r2 ∈ S make 8-th decisions �1 and
�2, respectively, then �1 = �2 (they make the same 8-th
decisions); and

(3) whenever a non-faulty replica learns that a decision � needs
to be made, then it can force consensus on � .

Resilient systems operate in rounds, and in each round consen-
sus is used to decide on and replicate a single transaction (or a set
of transactions if batching is used [26]). The round in which a trans-
action is replicated also determines a linearizable execution order.
Hence, replication of a transaction and agreeing on an execution
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the normal-case of

Pbft: the primary p proposes transaction g to all replicas via

a PrePrepare message. Next, replicas commit to g via a two-

phase all-to-all message exchange. In this example, replica

r3 is faulty and does not participate.

order (steps 2 and 3 above) are a single consensus step. In practical
deployments of resilient systems, reaching consensus on a decision
is costly and takes a rather long time. We illustrate this next.

Remark 2.2. Consider a deployment of the Pbft consensus proto-
col [11, 26, 28]. To maximize resilience and to deal with disruptions
at any location, individual replicas need to be spread out over a
wide-area network. E.g., spread-out in North America. Due to the
spread-out nature of the system, themessage delay between replicas
is high, and a message delay of X = 10ms is at the low end [15, 27].

Under normal conditions, Pbft operates via a primary-backup

design in which a designated replica (the primary) is responsible for
proposing decisions to all other replicas (the backups). The primary
does so via a PrePreparemessage. Next, all replicas exchange their
local state to determine whether the primary properly proposed a
decision. To do so, all replicas participate in two phases of all-to-all
communication (via Prepare and Commit messages). Hence, if the
message delay is X , then it will take at least 3X (�rst the PrePrepare
phase, then the Prepare phase, and, �nally, the Commit phase)
before a proposed decision is accepted by all replicas. E.g., with
X = 10ms, it will take at least 3X = 30ms for Pbft to decide on a
transaction after the primary received that transaction. In Figure 2.1,
we have illustrated this basic working of Pbft.

In a naive implementation of Pbft, the message delay ultimately
limits the transaction throughput: if the (d + 1)-th consensus deci-
sionwill bemade sequentially after the d-th decision, then the result-
ing throughput will be at-most 1/(3X) ≈ 33 txn/s in the sketched
environment. To increase performance, Pbft implementations can
use out-of-order processing in which the replicas can work on sev-
eral consensus rounds at the same time [11, 15, 26, 28]. E.g., if
individual replicas have su�cient network bandwidth and memory
bu�ers available, then a �ne-tuned out-of-order Pbft can easily
reach 1000 txn/s. Furthermore, batching can be used such that each
consensus decision itself represents many transactions, resulting
in systems that can reach even higher throughputs. The high cost
of consensus is not speci�c to Pbft and is shared by all other pop-
ular consensus protocols. E.g., in HotStuff [59], each consensus
decision will take at least 7X = 70ms in the sketched environment.

To assure that all non-faulty replicas have the same state, trans-
actions are executed in the linearizable order determined via con-
sensus and must be deterministic in the sense that execution must
always produce exactly the same results given identical inputs:

Example 2.3. Consider a banking system in which each trans-
action changes the balance of one or more accounts. The current

Ana $0
Bo $0
Elisa $0

g1
−−→

Ana $500
Bo $0
Elisa $0

g2
−−→

Ana $500
Bo $200
Elisa $300

g3
−−→

Ana $470
Bo $200
Elisa $330

g4
−−→

Ana $470
Bo $200
Elisa $260

Figure 2.2: Evolution of the current statewhile executing the

transactions of Example 2.3.

state is the balance of each account and can be obtained from the
initial state by executing each transaction in-order. Consider the
�rst four transactions

g1 = “add $500 to Ana”;

g2 = “add $200 to Bo and $300 to Elisa”;

g3 = “move $30 from Ana to Elisa”;

g4 = “remove $70 from Elisa”

(in which the balance of each account is referred to by the account
holder). After execution of these transactions, the current state
evolves as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

As all replicas maintain exactly the same (fully-replicated) state
and, using consensus, replicate exactly the same transactions and
determine exactly the same execution order, each replica can execute
each transaction and update their current state fully independent
(without any further need to exchange information). Hence, in a
resilient system, transaction processing can be reduced to the single
problem of ordered transaction replication, which is solved by o�-
the-shelf consensus protocols [11, 39, 59] (independent of the data
and transaction model supported by the system).

Here, we assume that transactions are always replicated and exe-
cuted as a whole. To deal with non-applicable transactions, e.g., that
violate constraints, we can include abort as a legitimate execution
outcome (that does not a�ect the current state). This assumption is
essential to reliably deal with Byzantine behavior: all decisions—
including the decision that a transaction is not-applicable—need to
be made by all non-faulty replicas (via consensus), this to ensure
that Byzantine replicas cannot force such a decision or interfere
with reliably making such a decision.

Example 2.4. Consider the banking system of Example 2.3. After
execution of g1, g2, g3, and g4, Ana has a balance of $470. Now con-
sider transaction g5 = “move $500 from Ana to Bo”. If the system
prevents negative account balances, then g5 cannot be successfully
executed after g4. Hence, if g5 is replicated and scheduled for ex-
ecution right after g4, then the transaction must be aborted at all
replicas, and the client needs to be informed of this abort.

3 TOWARDS SHARDED RESILIENT SYSTEMS

In the previous section, we detailed the operations of traditional
non-sharded resilient systems: we outlined �ve steps resilient sys-
tems perform to process transactions in a Byzantine environment

and showed that all necessary coordination and communication
between replicas in such a system is restricted to a single ordered
replication step, which is handled via consensus.
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The step from a non-sharded to a sharded resilient system com-
plicates the processing of transactions signi�cantly. To illustrate
this, we revisit the �ve steps for processing a transaction in a re-
silient system. Consider a multi-shard transaction g processed by a
resilient system and assume we know which shards are involved
in processing g . First, the transaction g needs to be replicated to
all replicas of all shards involved in executing g . After this, the
replicas need to agree an execution order for g . In fully-replicated
systems, both steps are solved at once using system-wide consen-
sus, as the replication order determines a linearizable execution
order. In a sharded system, per-shard replication of g only yields
a local linearizable replication order within that shard, however.
As distinct shards can replicate transactions locally in di�erent
orders, the local replication order does not necessary determine
a con�ict-free execution order for g across shards (e.g., serializ-
able execution [5, 6, 29]). Hence, determining an execution order
of g across shards—necessary to maintain data consistency across
shards—requires further coordination between the involved shards.

Besides determining the execution order, also execution and up-

dating the state of replicas poses a challenge in a sharded envi-
ronment. Within traditional systems, individual replicas can inde-
pendently execute transactions and update their state accordingly
as each replica holds a full copy of all data. This no longer holds
for multi-shard transaction: each replica only holds a copy of the
data in its shard. Hence, for the execution of g , replicas in the in-
volved shards need to exchange any necessary state. This exchange
is complicated by the presence of Byzantine replicas in each of
the involved shards and, hence, requires additional coordination to
assure that all necessary state is reliably exchanged.

Next, we will step-wise address these challenges towards multi-
shard transaction processing in sharded resilient systems. First,
we introduce the ByShard framework, a formalization of sharded
resilient systems. Next, we present the orchestrate-execute model

(OEM) used by ByShard to process multi-shard transaction. Then,
in Section 4, we propose orchestration methods inspired by two-
phase commit. Next, in Section 5, we propose execution methods
inspired by two-phase locking. Finally, in Section 6, we evaluate
the performance of transaction processing via OEM in ByShard.

3.1 ByShard: a resilient sharding framework

Let R be a set of replicas. We model a sharded system as a parti-
tioning of R into a set of z shardsS = {S1, . . . ,Sz}. Let S ∈ S be
a shard. We write nS = |S| to denote the number of replicas in
S and fS = |S| to denote the Byzantine faulty replicas in S. We
assume nS > 3fS , a minimal requirement to deal with Byzantine
behavior within a single shard in practical settings [17, 18]. Let
g be a transaction. We write shards(g) ⊆ S to denote the shards
that are a�ected by g (the shards that contain data that g reads or
writes). We say that g is a single-shard transaction if |shards(g) | = 1

and a multi-shard transaction otherwise.

Example 3.1. Consider a banking system similar to that of Exam-
ple 2.3. This time, however, the system is sharded into twenty-six
shardsS = {S0, . . . ,SI }, one for each letter of the alphabet, such
that the shard SU , U ∈ {0, . . . , I}, holds accounts whose name starts
with U . Now reconsider the transactions of Example 2.3. We have
shards(g1) = {S0}, shards(g2) = {S1 ,S4 }, shards(g3) = {S0,S4 },

and shards(g4) = {S4 }. Hence, transactions g1 and g4 are single-
shard transactions, whereas g2 and g3 are multi-shard transactions.

Within ByShard, we can employ any consensus protocol [9, 11,
39, 40] to make decisions within a shard, which allows us to op-
erate shards as if they are a single-replica shard. We assume that
consensus protocols in ByShard only make valid decisions: each
decision made by a shard S will re�ect a single processing step at
that shard of some transaction. We also need a Byzantine resilient
primitive that enables coordination between shards. For this role,
we can choose any cluster-sending protocol [27, 31] that provides
reliable communication between shards:

De�nition 3.2. A cluster-sending protocol provides reliable com-
munication between resilient clusters S1 and S2. To enable S1 to
send a value E toS2, cluster sending protocols provide the following
guarantees:

(1) S1 is able to send E toS2 only if there is agreement on sending
E among the non-faulty replicas in S1;

(2) all non-faulty replicas in S2 will receive the value E ; and
(3) all non-faulty replicas in S1 obtain con�rmation of receipt.

In ByShard, cluster-sending steps always follow consensus deci-
sion. Hence, agreement on any cluster-sending step will be reached
without further consensus overhead.

3.2 The orchestrate-execute model

Consider a multi-shard transaction g . To process this transaction,
we will require commit steps to replicate the transaction among all
replicas in all involved shards and to reach an atomic decision on
whether to commit or abort g . Furthermore, we will require locking
steps to provide isolated execution, guaranteeing a consistent exe-
cution order among all shards, and execution steps that update the
state of individual replicas.

At the same time, we also want to minimize the number of
consensus decisions at each involved shard to implement these
commit, locking, and execution steps. To do so, we propose the
orchestrate-execute model (OEM) that is able to incorporate the nec-
essary commit, locking, and execution steps required for processing
a multi-shard transaction in at-most two consensus steps per in-
volved shard. In OEM, processing of a multi-shard transaction g

is modeled via individual shard-steps that are performed indepen-
dently by each shard in shards(g) via consensus. Each shard-step
of S ∈ shards(g) can inspect local data at S, modify local data at
S, and forward execution to other shards via cluster-sending:

Example 3.3. Consider the sharded banking example of Exam-
ple 3.1 and consider the transaction

g = “if Ana has $500 and Bo has $200, then

move $400 from Ana to Elisa;move $100 from Bo to Elisa”,

requested by client 2 . We have shards(g) = {S0,S1 ,S4 }. Next, we
rewrite g to a processing plan with a minimal number of shard-steps
(on success). This plan has four shard-steps, namely:

f1 = “if Ana has $500, then remove $400 from Ana; =⇒S1
(f2)

else send failure to 2”

f2 = “if Bo has $200, then remove $100 from Bo; =⇒S4
(f3)

else =⇒S0
(f4)”
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f3 = “add $500 to Elisa and send success to 2”

f4 = “add $400 to Ana and send failure to 2”

In which =⇒S (f) represents a cluster-sending step that forwards
execution to shard S, which is then instructed to execute shard-
step f . For simplicity, we omitted any locking from this processing
plan. Hence, this plan results in a non-isolated execution that can
violate consistency constraints on the data. Notice that the shards
a�ected by processing g depend on the current state: depending on
the current state of S0 and S1 , either only S0 is a�ected, or S0 and
S1 are a�ected, or S0 , S1 , and S4 are a�ected.

OEM will overlap the operations necessary for providing atom-

icity, isolation, and consistency [5, 6, 29] to minimize the number
of consensus steps. For this overlapped design, OEM utilizes only
three types of shard-steps per shard:

Vote-step A vote-step Vote(S) for S veri�es the constraints
to determine whetherS votes for either commit or abort. Fur-
thermore, the vote-step can make local changes, e.g., modify
local data or acquire locks. To simplify presentation, we as-
sume that a vote-step yielding an abort vote does not have
any side-e�ects.

Commit-step A commit-step Commit(S) for S performs nec-
essary operations to �nalize g when g is committed. E.g.,
modify data and release locks obtained during a preceding
vote-step.

Abort-step An abort-step Abort(S) for S performs neces-
sary operations to roll back g when g is aborted. E.g., roll
back local changes of a preceding vote-step or release locks
obtained during a preceding vote-step.

Example 3.4. Consider the processing plan for g of Example 3.3.
The shard-steps f1 and f2 are vote-steps that decide whether g can
commit by checking the balance of Ana and Bo. The shard-step f3
is a commit-step that �nalizes execution. Finally, shard-step f4 is an
abort-step that cancels out the modi�cations made by vote-step f1.

In the following two sections, we will discuss how to process
multi-shard transactions using these three shard-steps with mini-
mal cost (in terms of consensus and cluster-sending steps).

4 PROVIDING ORCHESTRATION IN OEM

Let g be a multi-shard transaction. The �rst part of processing g is to
orchestrate the replication of g to the involved shards in shards(g),
assure that all these shards reach an atomic decision on whether to
commit (and execute g ) or to abort (and cancel execution of g ), and
trigger the corresponding commit-steps or abort-steps. As such,
orchestration mimics the role of commit protocols in traditional
sharded data management systems [24, 47, 52]. Next, we introduce
the three orchestration methods of ByShard.

4.1 Linear orchestration

First, we propose an orchestration method based on the traditional
linear two-phase commit protocol (Linear-2PC) [24, 47].

LetS1, . . . ,S= be an ordering of all shardsS1, . . . ,S= ∈ shards(g)

with vote-steps. The transaction is orchestrated towards a deci-
sion by starting execution of Vote(S1). If execution of Vote(S8 ),
1 ≤ 8 < =, results in a commit vote, then S8 forwards execution

of g to S8+1, after which S8+1 will start execution of Vote(S8+1).
If execution of Vote(S=) results in a commit vote, then g will
be committed. To do so, S= forwards execution of g to all shards
S ∈ shards(g) with a commit-step Commit(S), after which each
such shard will execute Commit(S) in parallel. Finally, if execu-
tion of Vote(S8 ), 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =, results in an abort vote, then g will
immediately be aborted without further vote-steps (fast-abort). To
do so, S8 forwards execution of g to all shards S ∈ {S1, . . . ,S8−1}

with an abort-step Abort(S), after which each such shard will
execute Abort(S) in parallel. We illustrated linear orchestration
in Figure 4.1, left.

Theorem 4.1. Let g be a transaction with=E vote-steps,=2 commit-

steps, and =0 abort-step. Using linear orchestration, g can be com-

mitted (aborted) in =E + 1 (in at-most =E + 1) consecutive consensus

steps using =E +=2 (using at-most =E +=0) consensus-steps and using

=E + =2 − 1 (using at-most =E + =0 − 1) cluster-sending steps.

Proof. Assume that g is committed. In this case, the =E vote-
steps are performed in sequence, after which all =2 commit-steps
are performed in parallel. Hence, we use =E +=2 consensus steps, of
which=E+1 need to be consecutive. To forward execution,=E+=2−1
cluster-sending steps are performed. The case in which g is aborted
is analogous. □

The main strengths of linear orchestration are its simplicity, the
�exibility in the order in which vote-steps are processed, and its
ability to abort-fast. As linear orchestration will only perform abort-
steps at previously-voted shards, one can minimize the number of
abort-steps by �rst processing vote-steps of shards with only vote-

steps, and only after that the shards with both vote- and abort-steps.
Furthermore, if heuristics are available, then linear orchestration
can prioritize vote-steps with high likelihood of constraint failure in
an attempt to quickly arrive at abort. Finally, we can eliminate the
commit-step or abort-step for S= , as these steps can be processed
at the same time as the vote-step of S= .

4.2 Centralized orchestration

As we have seen, linear orchestration is simple and, due to its ability
to abort-fast, can minimize the number of shard-steps performed to
process g . This approach comes at the cost of consecutively visiting
each shard that has applicable vote-steps. Hence, linear orchestra-
tion takes at worst |shards(g) | + 1 consecutive consensus steps for
the execution of a transaction g . As an alternative, we can consider
parallelized orchestration by processing all vote-steps at the same
time (in parallel). Next, we propose such orchestration based on
the traditional centralized two-phase commit protocol (Centralized-
2PC) [47]. First, we present the core idea of such centralized orches-
tration. Then, we detail on how to e�ciently collect and process
the votes resulting from all vote-steps in a Byzantine environment.

Let SA ,S1, . . . ,S= be an ordering of all shards SA ,S1, . . . ,S= ∈

shards(g) with vote-steps. We refer to SA as the root for g , which
will coordinate the orchestration of g . To assure that the role of the
root is distributed over all shards, centralized orchestration does not
depend on any particular choice of SA . Hence, any SA ∈ shards(g)

will do. The root of g starts by executing Vote(SA ). If Vote(SA )
results in a commit vote, then SA forwards execution of g to all

shards S1, . . . ,S= , after which each shard S8 , 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =, executes
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S4
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Figure 4.1: Two-phase commit-based orchestration of a transaction g with shards(g) = {S1, . . . ,S6}, in which S1, S2, S3, and

S4 have vote-steps, S2, S5, and S6 have commit steps, and S3 has an abort-step. Every dot represents a single consensus step,

every arrow a single cluster-sending step, and every dashed arrows a cluster-sending step used to set up distributed waiting.

Vote(S) in parallel. After forwarding, SA can proceed with shard-
steps of other transactions. LetS8 , 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =, be a shard. IfVote(S8 )
results in a commit vote, then S8 sends a commit vote via cluster-
sending to SA . Otherwise, if Vote(S8 ) results in an abort vote, then
S8 sends an abort vote via cluster-sending to SA . After sending a
vote to SA , S8 can proceed with shard-steps of other transactions.

If SA receives commit votes from each shard S1, . . . ,S= , then
g will be committed. To do so, SA forwards a global commit vote

via cluster-sending to all shards S ∈ shards(g) with a commit-step
Commit(S), after which each such shard executes Commit(S) in
parallel. If SA receives a single abort vote, then g will be aborted.
To do so, SA forwards a global abort vote via cluster-sending to all
shards S ∈ {S1, . . . ,S=} with an abort-step Abort(S). All shards
S that receive a global abort vote and voted abort, can ignore this
vote. All shards S that receive a global abort vote and voted commit,
executeAbort(S) in parallel. Finally, we can eliminate the commit-
step or abort-step forSA , as these steps can be processed at the same
time as the global vote. We illustrated centralized orchestration in
Figure 4.1, middle.

We notice that, in the worst case, the root SA will receive = =

|shards(g) | − 1 votes. For e�ciency, we cannot use separate con-
secutive consensus steps at SA to process each of these incoming
votes: if we would use consecutive consensus steps, then receiv-
ing these = votes will take worst-case almost-as-long as the steps
taken by linear orchestration to perform vote-steps at = shards in
sequence. Next, we shall show that we can process these at-most
|shards(g) | − 1 votes using only a single consensus decision at SA :

Lemma 4.2. Let g be a transaction and let shard SA be the root

that receives commit and abort votes of = other shards. Shard SA will

receive votes via = cluster-sending steps and can reach a commit or

abort decision in at-most a single consensus step at SA .

Proof. Consider SA receiving votes E1, . . . , E= and let r1, r2 ∈

SA . Both replicas receive votes via cluster-sending and register
them in some, possibly distinct, order. Independent of the order
in which r1 and r2 receive votes, they will both receive the set
of votes {E1, . . . , E=}, receive =0 abort votes, and =2 commit votes,
=0 + =2 = =. Hence, eventually, r1 and r2 can derive the same
global commit or abort decision for g : we do not need to enforce a
particular ordering in which votes are processed by replicas in SA
to agree on this decision. We still need to enforce that all replicas
in SA process this global abort or commit decision for g in the same
order, however. To do so, each replica in SA waits until it receives

all votes, after which it will use the mechanisms provided by the
consensus protocol to trigger a single consensus step (e.g., in Pbft by
forcing the primary to initiate such step) that reaches agreement on
a round in which SA continues processing g (resulting in the global
abort or commit decision being shared with other shards). □

In a similar way, shards can process global abort votes with
at-most one consensus step. Let S8 , 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =, be a shard. If S8
voted abort, then every replica in S8 is aware of this vote and
can ignore the incoming global abort vote. If S8 voted commit,
then every replica in S8 can use the mechanisms provided by the
consensus protocol to reach agreement on a round in which S8
can execute Abort(S8 ). Finally, if a shard S ∈ shards(g) receives a
global commit vote, then every replica inS can use the mechanisms
provided by the consensus protocol to reach agreement on a round
in which S8 can execute Commit(S8 ). We conclude the following:

Theorem 4.3. Let g be a transaction with=E vote-steps,=2 commit-

steps, and =0 abort-steps. Using centralized orchestration, g can be

committed (aborted) in exactly four consecutive consensus steps using

=E +=2 +1 (using =E +=0 +1) consensus-steps and using 2(=E −1) +=2
(using 2(=E − 1) + =0)) cluster-sending steps.

Proof. Assume that g is committed. In this case, the root SA
�rst performs its vote-step. Then, all =E − 1 other vote-steps are
performed in parallel, resulting in =E − 1 commit votes sent to
SA . Next, using Lemma 4.2, these commit-votes are processed by
SA using one consensus step. Finally, as the fourth consecutive
step, all =2 commit-steps are performed in parallel. Hence, we use
=E + =2 + 1 consensus steps, we use (=E − 1) + =2 cluster-sending
steps to forward execution, and =E − 1 cluster-sending steps to send
commit votes. The case in which g is aborted is analogous. □

4.3 Distributed orchestration

Centralized orchestration requires four consecutive consensus steps.
Next, we propose a method for parallelized orchestration based on
the traditional distributed two-phase commit protocol (Distributed-
2PC) [47] that only requires three consecutive consensus steps. We
do so by instructing every shard to not just send its vote for commit

or abort to the root, but instead broadcast this vote to all shards
with either commit-steps or abort-steps.

Let, ⊆ shards(g) be all shards with either a commit-step or
an abort-step. Let S8 , 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =, be a shard. Instead of sending the
commit or abort vote resulting from Vote(S8 ) to SA , S8 sends the
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resulting vote to all other shards in, . If S ∈ (, ∩ {S1, . . . ,S=})

voted abort, then it can ignore all votes. Let S′ ∈, be a shard that
did not vote abort. If S′ has a commit-step, then it proceeds with
executing Commit(S′) after it receives = commit votes. If S′ has
an abort-step, then it proceeds with executing Abort(S′) after it
receives a single abort vote. In all other cases, S′ can ignore the
votes. We illustrated distributed orchestration in Figure 4.1, right.

To assure that each shard in, knows what to do with the votes
it receives for g , the root of g will not only forward execution to
S1, . . . ,S= with the instruction to vote, but also to all shards in
, with the instruction to wait for votes of shards S1, . . . ,S= (the
wait instructions also implicitly represent the commit vote of the
root itself). As with the processing of votes, no consensus step is
necessary at the shards in, to process these wait instructions. We
conclude the following:

Theorem 4.4. Let g be a transaction with=E vote-steps,=2 commit-

steps, and =0 abort-steps. Using distributed orchestration, g can be

committed (aborted) in exactly three consecutive consensus steps using

=E+=2 (using=E+=0) consensus-steps and using=E (=0+=2 )+ (=E−1)

(using =E (=0 + =2 ) + (=E − 1)) cluster-sending steps.

Proof. Assume that g is committed. In this case, the rootSA �rst
performs its vote-step and sends its commit vote to =0 + =2 shards.
Next, all =E − 1 other vote-steps are performed in parallel, resulting
in=E−1 commit votes sent to=0+=2 shards ((=E−1) (=0+=2 ) commit
votes in total). Finally, as the third consecutive step, each shard with
a commit-step can use the techniques of the proof of Lemma 4.2 to
process the incoming =E commit votes and the resulting commit-
step using one consensus step. Likewise, each shard with only an
abort-step can ignore the commit votes without any consensus steps.
Hence, we use=E+=2 consensus steps, we use=E−1 cluster-sending
steps to forward execution, and =E (=0 +=2 ) cluster-sending steps to
send commit votes. The case in which g is aborted is analogous. □

Remark 4.5. By relying on the client that requested transaction
g to send g to all shards in shards(g), we can eliminate the role of
the root and reduce distributed orchestration to two consecutive
consensus steps, this similar to the working of Chainspace [1]
and PCerberus [30]. For this to work, we need reliable clients or
recovery mechanisms to deal with faulty client behavior, however.
As these recovery mechanisms have similar complexity to the three-
step distributed orchestration we present here, we do not separately
investigate such a two-step design.

5 PROVIDING EXECUTION IN OEM

Let g be a multi-shard transaction. The second part of processing g
is to execute g by updating any data a�ected by g at the shards in
shards(g). As part of execution, one can incorporate steps to assure
an isolated execution of g , which makes it easier to maintain data

consistency. Notice that single-shard steps are ordered via consensus
and executed sequentially at the level of a shard. Hence, individual
reads and writes always happen in full isolation, guaranteeing
write uncommitted execution (degree 0 isolation) [5, 6]. As multi-
shard transactions can have several shard-steps, the processing of
several multi-shard transactions can result in interleaved execution
of these transactions. Hence, if further isolation is necessary for
the application, then the execution method needs to incorporate

some form of concurrency control. To provide concurrency control,
we will describe how two-phase locking can be expressed in OEM,
this without introducing additional consensus or cluster-sending
steps. Using two-phase locking, ByShard provides execution with
various degrees of isolation, e.g., serializable execution (degree 3),
read committed execution (degree 2), and read uncommitted execution

(degree 1) [5, 6, 29]. As a baseline, we also describe two basic lock-
free execution methods that only provide degree 0 isolation.

To illustrate execution, we formalize the account-transfer data
and transaction model of preceding examples. For this purpose, we
assume that each transaction g is a pair (�,") in which � is a set
of constraints of the form

Con(X, y) = “the balance of - is at least ~”

and" a set of modi�cations of the form

Mod(X, y) = “add ~ to the balance of - ”.

We write � (S) and" (S) to denote the constraints and modi�ca-
tions in � and" , respectively, that a�ect accounts maintained by
S. Semantically, a system commits to g only if all constraints in �
hold, in which case all modi�cations in " are applied to the sys-
tem. Notice that these minimalistic account-transfer transactions
are su�cient to represent all transactions in preceding examples.
In Section 7, we discuss why this minimalistic account-transfer
data and transaction model is representative for general-purpose
workloads for resilient data management systems.

5.1 Isolation-free direct execution

First, we propose a basic execution method with minimal isolation
by formalizing the isolation-free execution method employed in the
linearly orchestrated processing plan of Example 3.3.

Let g = (�,") be a transaction and let S ∈ shards(g). Shard
S needs a vote-step whenever constraints need to be checked at
S (� (S) ≠ ∅). This vote-step f checks whether all constraints in
� (S) hold. If these constraints hold, then f makes a commit vote.
Otherwise, f makes an abort vote. To avoid a separate commit-step
for g at S, we optimistically assume that g will not abort and let
the vote-step f perform all modi�cations in " (S) after it voted
commit.When the transaction gets aborted, we need to roll back any
modi�cations made by f . Hence, if" (S) ≠ ∅, we also construct an
abort-step Abort(S) that rolls back all modi�cations in" (S) by
performing the modi�cations {Mod(X, -y) | Mod(X, y) ∈ " (S)}.

If S only has modi�cations (� (S) = ∅), then S only needs a
commit-step that performs all modi�cations in" (S).

The main strength of isolation-free execution is the minimal
amount of shard-steps it produces: if a transaction is committed,
then each shard will only execute a single shard-step (a vote-step
if there are constraints, a commit-step otherwise). Unfortunately,
isolation-free execution provides only degree 0 isolation, which can
lead to violations of constraints on the data in many applications:

Example 5.1. Consider the sharded banking example of Exam-
ple 3.1. Assume that the system does not allow negative accounts
balances and consider transactions

g1 = Con(A, 100),Con(B, 700),Mod(A, 400),Mod(B, -400);

g2 = Con(A, 500),Mod(A, -300),Mod(E, 300),
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� $100
� $300
� $0

g1:S0

−−−−−−−−−−→
Con(A,100)
Mod(A,400)

� $500
� $300
� $0

g2:S0

−−−−−−−−−−−→
Con(A,500)
Mod(A,-300)

� $200
� $300
� $0

g1:S1

−−−−−−−−−−−→
Con(b,700)
(decide abort)

� $200
� $300
� $0

g1:S0

−−−−−−−−−−−→
Mod(A,-400)

(abort)

� -$200
� $300
� $0

g2:S4

−−−−−−−−−−→
Mod(E,300)

� -$200
� $300
� $300

Figure 5.1: Evolution of the current state while step-wise ex-

ecuting the transactions of Example 5.1.

and their isolation-free linearly orchestrated execution illustrated
in Figure 5.1. As one can see, the balance of� will become negative,
breaking the constraint put in place. This is caused by operation
Con(A, 500) of g2, which performs a so-called dirty read [6, 47].

As isolation-free execution only provides minimal isolation, it is
unable to prevent phenomena such as dirty reads that can lead to
data inconsistencies. Isolation-free execution does provide atomic-

ity, however: either all or none of the modi�cations of a transaction
are permanent. One way to deal with constraint violations such
as in Example 5.1 is by assuring that roll backs do not invalidate
constraints in a domain-speci�c manner. To illustrate this, assume
we want to assure that accounts never have negative balances.

On the one hand, rolling backMod(X, y) with ~ ≤ 0 (a removal)
will increase the balance of - and, hence, will never make the
balance of - negative. Consequently, these modi�cations are safe.
Furthermore, notice that if Con(X, -y) and Mod(X, y), ~ ≤ 0, are
part of a single vote-step, then they are executed in isolation as
a single unit and, hence, the modi�cation will never make the
balance negative (this pattern of constraint checking and removing
of balance can be seen as a lock on available resources, whereas
rolling back the removal is a release of unused resources).

On the other hand, rolling back Mod(X, y) with ~ ≥ 0 (an addi-
tion) will decrease the balance of- and, hence, canmake the balance
of - negative. Consequently, these modi�cations are unsafe. To
assure that unsafe modi�cation do not invalidate constraints, one
can perform these modi�cations during commit (via a commit-
step). This means that, in the worst case, every a�ected shard must
execute two shard-steps when committing: the vote-step checks
constraints and performs safe modi�cations (which, on abort, are
rolled back via the abort-step) and the commit-step performs unsafe
modi�cations. We refer to this execution method, in which safe
modi�cations are part of vote-steps and unsafe modi�cations are
part of commit-steps, as safe isolation-free execution.

5.2 Lock-based execution

Although safe isolation-free execution is able to maintain some data
consistency, it does so in an domain-speci�c manner that cannot be
applied to all situations. As amore general-purposemethod towards
maintaining data consistency, we can enforce higher isolation levels
for transaction processing, e.g., degree 3 (serializable execution).

The standard way to do so in a multi-shard environment is by
using two-phase locking [5, 47]. First, we describe the working of
two-phase locking. Then, we discuss how to implement two-phase
locking with minimal coordination in a Byzantine environment.

Consider a multi-shard transaction g . When executing g , g needs
to obtain a read lock on each data item� before it reads� and awrite
lock on each data item � before it writes � . Several transactions
can hold a read lock on � at the same time, while write locks on �

are exclusive: if g ′, g ′ ≠ g , holds a write lock on � , then g cannot
obtain any locks on � , and if g ′, g ′ ≠ g , holds a read lock on � , then
g cannot obtain a write lock on � , but can obtain a read lock on
� . When g cannot obtain a lock on � that it needs, it simply waits
until previous transactions �nish and release their locks on � . To
provide serializability, g is barred from obtaining new locks after
releasing any locks: this assures that there is a point in time where
g is the only transaction that holds all write locks on data items
a�ected by g , at which point g can make any changes to these data
items in an indivisible atomic manner.

To avoid deadlocks, we enforce that each transaction locks data
items in exactly the same order [47]. To minimize the number of
shard-steps, we assume a �xed order on shards and on data items
within shards, and obtain all locks in that order. Consequently,
two-phase locking will require linear orchestration.

Example 5.2. Consider the sharded banking example of Exam-
ple 3.1 and the transaction

g = “if Ana has $500 and Bo has $300 then

move $200 from Ana to Ben”.

Assume that shards are ordered as S0, . . . ,SI and that accounts are
ordered on account holder name. To execute this transaction, we
�rst obtain a write lock on the account of Ana in S0 , then a write
lock on the account of Ben in S1 , and, �nally, a read lock on the
account of Bo in S1 .

Let g = (�,") be a transaction, let S ∈ shards(g), and let

Accounts(S) = {- | Con(X, y) ∈ � (S) ∨Mod(X, y) ∈ " (S)}

be the set of accounts a�ected at S. During the vote-step Vote(S),
we acquire a lock Lock(- ) for every account- ∈ Accounts(S) in
some predetermined order. If there is aMod(X, y) ∈ " (S), then we
acquire a write lock for - . Otherwise, we acquire a read lock. After
acquiring the lock on- , we check any constraintCon(X, y) ∈ � (S).
If a constraint does not hold, then Vote(S) votes abort and re-
leases all locks already acquired in S. We purposely check these
constraints as soon as possible to minimize the amount of time
locks are held. Otherwise, if all constraints hold, then Vote(S)

votes commit. Next, the commit-step Commit(S) performs all
modi�cations " (S), after which it performs Release(- ), for all
accounts - ∈ Accounts(S), to release all locks in S. Finally,
the abort-step Abort(S) performs Release(- ), for all accounts
- ∈ Accounts(S), to release all locks in S. We have the following:

Theorem 5.3. Let g be a transaction with = = |shards(g) |. To

process g using two-phase locking, we need = vote-steps to obtain all

locks, followed by =−1 commit-steps or abort-steps to release all locks.

Hence, g can be processed using 2= − 1 consensus steps and 2= − 2

cluster-sending steps.
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Proof. To prove the theorem, we only need to prove that the
vote-step Vote(S) of each shard S ∈ shards(g) can obtain all
its locks using only a single consensus step at S. Execution of
Vote(S) starts after S reached consensus on this step, and we will
prove that no further consensus steps for Vote(S) are required.
Let Vote(S) = {. . . , Lock(- ), . . . }. During execution of Vote(S),
we distinguish two possible cases:

(1) The lock on - can be obtained, in which case execution of
Vote(S) continuous.

(2) The lock on - cannot be obtained. In this case, execution of
Vote(S) needs to wait until the lock on - can be obtained.
To do so, as part of the execution of Vote(S), every replica
r ∈ S puts (g,Vote(S)) on a wait-queue &r (- ).

Let r1, r2 ∈ S. We assume that wait-queues &r1 (- ) and &r2 (- )

operate deterministic: if the the same sequence of operations is
applied to &r1 (- ) and &r2 (- ), then the queues always yield the
same results. Now consider the case in which the lock - cannot
be obtained. Let g ′, g ≠ g ′, be the transaction that is holding the
lock on - and let f = {. . . , Release(- ), . . . } be the commit-step
or abort-step of g ′ for shard S. During execution, shard-step f will
release the lock on - . When doing so, each replica r ∈ S wakes up
transactions in &r (- ) for execution directly after shard-step f . We
distinguish two cases:

(1) The next transaction in &r (- ) wants to obtain a read lock,
while g ′ held a write lock. In this case, wake up all trans-
actions in &r (- ) that want to obtain a read lock (all these
transactions can hold the read lock at the same time).

(2) The next transaction in &r (- ) wants to obtain a write lock.
If g ′ was the last transaction holding any lock on - , then we
wake up the next transaction (as it will be the only one that
can hold an exclusive write lock).

This wake up step is part of the deterministic execution of f and
wake-up queues operate deterministic. Hence, no consensus steps
are necessary to determine which transactions need to be executed
next and to initiate execution of these next transactions. □

We notice that we cannot always minimize the number of af-
fected shards while processing g via two-phase locking:

Example 5.4. Consider the sharded banking example of Exam-
ple 5.2 and the transaction g = “if Bo has $500, then move $200
from Bo to Ana”. Due to the ordering on shards and accounts used,
we always �rst need to obtain a write lock on the account of Ana
(in shard S0) before we can inspect the balance of Bo (in shard S1 ),
even if Bo does not have su�cient balance. This is in contrast with
the isolation-free execution methods, as these methods can �rst

inspect the balance of Bo and directly abort execution.

The strength of two-phase locking is that it provides serializabil-
ity. The downside is that it can cause large transaction processing
latencies whenever contention is high:

Example 5.5. Consider a system in which consensus steps take
C = 30ms each, while all other steps take negligible time (see Re-
mark 2.2). We consider transactions g1 and g2 such that g1 writes to
data items �1, . . . , �10 that are held in shards S1, . . . ,S10, respec-
tively, while g2 only writes to data item �1. Transaction g1 executes
�rst at S1 and obtains the write lock on �1. Next, g2 executes at S1,

cannot obtain the write lock on �1, and has to wait until g1 �nishes
execution and releases the lock on�1. To do so, g1 has to �rst obtain
locks in < − 1 shards, after which it can return to S1 to release
the lock on �1. Hence, g1 has to perform< consecutive consensus
steps. Even if g1 can obtain the locks on �2, . . . , �10 immediately,
it will take at least 10C = 300ms before g2 can resume execution,
even though the actual execution of g2 would only take C = 30ms.

One way to partially deal with Example 5.5 is by not imposing
degree 3 isolation (serializable execution). The lock primitives we
propose to provide degree 3 isolation can easily be used to provide
execution methods with other levels of isolation [5, 6, 29]. E.g.,

(1) in read uncommitted execution (degree 1 isolation), no read
locks are obtained on any data item (while write locks are
used in the usual way), thereby reducing lock contention
sharply for read-heavy workloads; and

(2) in read committed execution (degree 2 isolation), read locks on
each data item � are released directly after reading � (while
write locks are used in the usual way), thereby minimizing
the time read locks are held.

Using lower isolation levels only partially mitigates the issues
illustrated in Example 5.5. To further deal with this, one can opt to
replace waiting by failing: whenever a lock cannot be obtained by
a transaction g , g aborts. This approach guarantees that processing
latencies of transactions and resource utilization at the replicas
are kept in check in periods of high contention, this at the cost of
aborted transactions that could otherwise be successfully executed.
As these non-blocking locks will never cause deadlocks, these locks
can be obtained in any order, enabling their usage in combination
with all orchestration methods.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF BYSHARD

In the previous sections, we introduced ByShard as a framework
for sharded resilient systems. We also presented several general-
purpose methods by which ByShard can e�ectively orchestrate and
execute multi-shard transactions. Combining these methods results
in eighteen multi-shard transaction processing protocols. See the
legend of Figure 6.1 for details on how these eighteen protocols are
obtained from the presented orchestration and execution methods.

Remark 6.1. In practical deployments of ByShard, end-users
only need to use one of these eighteen multi-shard transaction pro-
cessing protocols. In our experiments, we use such single-protocol
deployments, as we are interested in the di�erences between the
protocols. This does not rule out deployments of ByShard that use
several protocols simultaneously. Indeed, ByShard does support
the usage of several protocols at the same time such that users can
select the appropriate isolation level for individual transactions.

Furthermore, multi-shard transaction protocols used by sharded
resilient systems such asAHL [15] and Chainspace [1] can also eas-
ily be expressed within the orchestrate-execute model of ByShard.

To gain further insight in the performance attainable by sharded
resilient systems, we implemented the ByShard framework, the
orchestrate-execution model, and the eighteen multi-shard transac-
tion processing protocols obtained from the presented orchestration
an execution methods.
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For comparison, we also implemented the multi-shard transac-
tion protocol of AHL [15], which has a novel design that is most
similar to the design of our Centralized, Serializable, non-blocking
protocol CSnb: the main di�erence being that AHL uses a dedi-
cated reference committee to coordinate processing of all multi-shard
transactions, whereas in CSnb each transaction is coordinated by
a root-shard chosen from the set of shards a�ected by that trans-
action. Our implementation of AHL is granted a dedicated extra
shard for use as the reference committee. Finally, we note that the
design of our Distributed, Serializable, non-blocking protocol DSnb
is a generalization of the novel design of Chainspace [1]. We refer
to Remark 4.5 for further details on the relationship between the
three-step design of DSnb and the two-step design of Chainspace.

Next, we deployed our implementation on a simulated sharded
resilient system. In speci�c, we abstract the operations of consen-
sus and cluster-sending, while deploying full shards that execute
all replica-speci�c operations necessary for transaction orchestra-
tion and execution. This deployment provides detailed control over
consensus and cluster-sending costs, enables �ne-grained measure-
ments of performance metrics, and allows us to deploy on hundreds
of shards.1

6.1 Experimental Setup

In each experiment, we run a workload of 5000 transactions. Unless
speci�ed otherwise, each transaction a�ects 16 distinct accounts
by putting constraints on 8 accounts (read operations), removing
balance from 4 accounts (write operations), and adding balance to 4
accounts (write operations). The accounts a�ected by these opera-
tions are chosen uniformly at random from a set of active accounts.
Each account on each shard starts with an initial balance of 2000
and transactions add or remove 500 balance per modi�cation (on
average, these are chosen via a binomial distribution with = = 1000

and ? = 0.5). We run experiments with 64 shards and 8192 active
accounts (128 active accounts per shard). Finally, the experiments
are set up such that the message delay is 10ms, consensus deci-
sions take 30ms to make, and each shard canmake 1000 decisions/s.
In each experiment, we collected �ve core measurements on the
performance of the system:

▶ The total runtime represents the elapsed real time.
▶ The cumulative duration represents the sum of the transac-

tion duration (the elapsed real time to process that transac-
tion) of each transaction in the workload, which includes
waiting times.

▶ The average throughput represents the average number of
transactions processed per second.

▶ The average committed throughput represents the average
number of transactions committed (and executed) per sec-
ond.

▶ The median shard-steps represent the median number of
shard-steps performed per shard (each shard-step involves a
single consensus step).

We performed three experiments, the results of which can be
found in Figure 6.1.

1The full C++ implementation of these experiments and the raw measurements are
available at https://www.jhellings.nl/projects/byshard/.

The Scalability Experiment. In our �rst experiment, we inspect
the impact of sharding on the behavior of ByShard. To do so, we
measured the behavior of the system as a function of the number

of shards while keeping all other parameters the same (including
the workload and the initial dataset). By increasing the number
of shards, we increase the available parallel processing power. At
the same time, we decrease the number of accounts per shard and,
hence, we increase the number of multi-shard transactions and
the average number of shards a�ected by each transaction in our
workload.

The Contention Experiment. In our second experiment, we in-
spect the impact of contention on the behavior of ByShard. To do
so, we measured the behavior of the system as a function of the
number of active accounts per shard. For each case, we generate
appropriate workloads as a function of the the overall number of
active accounts in the system. Increasing the number of active ac-
counts will decrease the probability that two transactions a�ect the
same account and, hence, decrease contention.

The Factor-Scalability Experiment. In our third experiment, we
inspect the impact of scaling the system on the behavior of ByShard.
To do so, we measured the behavior of the system as a function of
the number of shards and, as we keep the number of active accounts
per shard constant, the number of active accounts. For each case,
we generate appropriate workloads as a function of the the overall
number of accounts in the system. As in the scalability experiment,
increasing the number of shards increases the available parallel
processing power. Furthermore, as in the contention experiment,
increasing the number of accounts decreases contention.

6.2 Experimental Results

From the presented measurements, we conclude that the eighteen
multi-shard transaction protocols we propose have excellent scala-
bility: when the number of shards is increased, the median amount
of work per shard (consensus steps and vote processing steps) de-
creases rapidly. A closer look at the protocols shows that the main
di�erence between them is, on the one hand, their runtime, per-
transaction duration, and throughput and, on the other hand, the
average committed throughput.

As expected, we see that the protocols that provide lower degrees
of isolation have the lowest runtime and lowest average durations,
and, consequently, the highest throughput. Furthermore, we see
that centralized and distributed orchestration have comparable
performance, while outperforming linear orchestration.

When focusing on lock-based execution, we see that using block-
ing locks result in systems with good runtimes, high commit rates,
and scalable performance whenever contention is low. As Exam-
ple 5.5 already illustrated, the performance of these protocols is
sharply a�ected by contention, however. At the same time, using
non-blocking locks results in systems with all-around low run-
times and low average durations. These systems are a�ected by
contention, however, as higher contention results in higher rates
of aborted transactions due to lock failures. Still, due to the much
lower runtimes, using non-blocking locks typically results in much
higher throughputs than using blocking locks.
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Figure 6.1: Performance characteristics of processing a workload of 5000 transactions. Le�, the results for the scalability ex-

periment in which we measured the behavior of the system when processing a �xed workload as a function of the number of

shards . Middle, the results for the contention experiment in which we measured the behavior of a system with 64 shards as a

function of the number of accounts per shard.Right, the results for the factor-scalability experiment in whichwemeasured the

behavior of the system as a function of the scalability-factor bywhich the number of accounts and shards grow. See Section 6.1

for a detailed description of each experiment and each measurement type.
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Finally, we see that protocols that use either centralized or dis-
tributed orchestration have much lower runtimes than their linear
orchestrated counterparts. At the same time, the parallel processing
of shard-steps increases the negative impact of contention on the
committed throughput (e.g., due to higher rates of constraint fail-
ures). Still, the rate at which transactions are committed is highest
using distributed orchestration, as the high throughput achieved by
distributed orchestration o�sets the negative impact of contention.

When looking at AHL, we see that the novel design of AHL pro-
vides excellent scalability for workloads with high ratios of single-
shard transactions. When comparing AHL with similar protocols
in ByShard, we see that the reliance on a reference committee in
AHL to orchestrate all multi-shard transactions reduces contention.
Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of overall performance: in
line with the original evaluation of AHL [15, Section 7.3], we see
that the reference committee is a bottleneck when dealing with
workloads with high ratios of multi-shard transactions.

7 DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

There is abundant literature on the design and implementation of
distributed systems, distributed databases, and sharding (e.g., [47,
54, 55]). Furthermore, there is also abundant literature on resilient
systems and consensus (e.g., [7, 9, 14, 16, 40, 58]). Next, we shall
focus on the design decisions made by ByShard and compare them
to the few works that deal with sharding in resilient systems.

Workloads in resilient systems. The account-transfer data and
transaction model we used throughout this paper is simple. Still,
all principles outlined in this paper can be applied to any data and
transaction model in which transactions are one-shot transactions.
We have not considered interactive transactions that require back-
and-forth steps by clients and the system. Although such interactive
transactions are supported by some traditional data management
systems, we believe that they are ill-suited for resilient systems, as
interactive transaction processing would be a costly and unrespon-
sive process due to the high cost of the individual consensus steps
required to process each back-and-forth step.

The general-purpose data and transaction model of ByShard
is in contrast with Chainspace and Cerberus, which both opt to
utilize an UTXO-based data model to their advantage to provide
consistent transaction execution when dealing with contention and
Byzantine behavior.

ByShard and decentralized sharding. The designs of the eighteen
multi-transaction protocols of ByShard are decentralized in the
sense that there is no central coordinator that is assigned the task
to coordinate execution of all multi-shard transactions. This is
in contrast with systems such as AHL [15] that use a reference
committee to coordinate execution of all multi-shard transactions.
This di�erence between ByShard and AHL is not fundamental,
however, as the multi-shard transaction protocol of AHL can easily
be expressed within the orchestrate-execute model of ByShard.

As shown in Section 6.2, the usage of a central coordinator (e.g.,
reference committees) can signi�cantly reduce contention while
providing excellent scalability for single-shard workloads. At the
same time, the usage of a central coordinator introduces bottlenecks
when processing workloads with many multi-shard transactions.

ByShard and the usage of Byzantine primitives. To maximize
the throughput of a sharded resilient system, we have to assure
that standard performance-enhancing techniques can be applied
at the single-shard level. This is especially true for out-of-order
processing [11, 15, 26], which can increase consensus throughput
in consensus-based systems by several orders of magnitudes (see
Remark 2.2). In ByShard, we have assured that such performance-
enhancing techniques are easily applicable by utilizing standard
Byzantine primitives as basic building blocks.

This is in contrast with recent systems such as Caper [2] and
SharPer [3] that try to minimize the duration of multi-shard trans-
action processing. To do so, these systems process each multi-shard
transactions via a single transaction-speci�c multi-shard-aware
consensus step (thereby reducing the number of consecutive con-
sensus steps to an absolute minimum). Unfortunately, such designs
have di�culties dealing with contention, while making it nontriv-
ial to apply standard performance-enhancing techniques such as
out-of-order processing.

As ByShard relies on standard Byzantine primitives, the design
of ByShard is highly �exible and can easily be tuned towards
speci�c applications. E.g., by providing only crash-fault tolerance by
using the Paxos consensus protocol, by minimizing communication
costs by using the HotStuff consensus protocol, and so on.

Sharding in permissionless blockchains. In parallel to the develop-
ment of traditional resilient systems and permissioned blockchains,
there has been promising work on sharding in permissionless
blockchains such as Bitcoin [41] and Ethereum [56]. Examples
include techniques for enabling reliable cross-chain coordination
via sidechains, blockchain relays, atomic swaps, atomic commit-
ment, and cross-chain deals [20, 21, 32, 34, 38, 57, 60]. Unfortunately,
these permissionless techniques are several orders of magnitudes
slower than comparable techniques for traditional resilient systems,
making them unsuitable for systems that aim at high-performance
data management.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced ByShard, a general-purpose frame-
work for sharded resilient data management systems. Additionally,
we introduced the orchestrate-execute model (OEM) for process-
ing multi-shard transactions in ByShard. Next, we showed that
OEM can incorporate the necessary commit, locking, and execution
steps required for processing a multi-shard transaction in at-most
two consensus steps per involved shard. Furthermore, we showed
that common multi-shard transaction processing based on two-
phase commit protocols and two-phase locking can be expressed
e�ciently in OEM.

Our �exible design allows for many distinct approaches towards
multi-shard transaction processing, each striking its own trade-
o� between throughput, isolation level, latency, and abort rate. To
illustrate this, we performed an in-depth comparison of the eigh-
teen multi-shard transaction processing protocols of ByShard. Our
results show that each protocol supports high transaction through-
put and provides scalability. Hence, we believe that the ByShard
framework is a promising step towards �exible general-purpose
ACID-compliant scalable resilient multi-shard data and transaction
processing capabilities.
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